The Trustees and office bearers of Ajmal Foundation congratulate Amar Sing Thapa - State Topper (Assam), H.S (Science) 2018, from Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Hojai.

Ajmal Super 40 produced state topper in HS Science Exam 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Appeared</th>
<th>Total Passed</th>
<th>1st Div</th>
<th>2nd Div</th>
<th>3rd Div</th>
<th>Star Marks</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Letter Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>994</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chief Minister felicitated Amar Sing Thapa

Sri Sarbanada Sonowal, Chief Minister of Assam felicitated Mr Amar Sing Thapa, State Science Topper from Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce And Science, Hojai in presence of Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation and Mr AN Talukder, Principal, Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce & Science at JK Kedia Bhavan, Main Road, Hojai on June 4th, 2018.
AJMAL GROUP OF COLLEGES
UNDER THE AEGIS OF AJMAL FOUNDATION
A NEW AVENUE IN ASSAM’S EDUCATIONAL SCENARIO

Ajmal and Education: Ajmal Foundation is a well-known name across India. Set up in 2005 with the motto ‘Serving Humanity in Need’, this Hojai based Public Charitable Trust under the patronage of Ajmal Family headed by Maulana Badruddin Ajmal and Mr Sirajuddin Ajmal has been rendering yeomen’s service in diverse areas such as education, employment generation, relief and rehabilitation, women empowerment, skill development etc. so as to bring smile on the face of the downtrodden and the underprivileged and make them stand at par with the mainstream populace.
Since education plays the most pivotal role in the progress and uplift of a community, Ajmal Foundation has always prioritized this sector and left no plan untried to make educational facilities available to the marginalized and the have-nots. In 2006, the very second year of its inception, the Foundation came up with its first college – Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science and Technology, Hojai. Since then it has worked relentlessly in this field and within a span of twelve years, it has as many as 25 colleges under what is known as Ajmal Group of Colleges. With the common motto, ‘Ajmal for Education, Education for All’, these include two Degree colleges, one B.Ed college, one Law college and a number of Junior colleges scattered throughout Assam. Moreover, the Foundation has, of late, come up with a number of schools with the nomenclature ‘Ajmal Adarsha Jatiya Vidyalaya’ located at different remote areas of the state. Besides, Ajmal Foundation also offers free IAS coaching to aspiring youths in collaboration with Hamdard Study Circle, New Delhi and GS Mentors, New Delhi. The Foundation’s latest educational project is the one-year Repeater’s Course launched early this year for 12th passed medical and engineering aspirants.

Ajmal Super 40: The year 2016 witnessed a major breakthrough in Ajmal Foundation’s educational venture in the form of the launch of its dream project known as ‘Ajmal Super 40’. The prime objective of this project is to help the students of this part of the country to crack the toughest medical and engineering entrance examinations of the country such as JEE, BITSAT, NEET, AIIMS etc. With this end in view, Ajmal Foundation has launched this programme to provide state-of-the-art coaching to young aspirants of this frontier part of the country. The Students enrolled for the programme are given intensive and integrated coaching (40 boys and 40 girls in separate campuses) for 12th board examination as well as engineering/medical entrance examinations by highly experienced faculty members from Kota, Rajasthan. Admission fee, monthly tuition fee, hostel dues, uniforms, books, study materials and monthly stipend etc. are provided by Ajmal Foundation. Students from SC, ST and religious minority communities having scored at least 85% marks in 10th Board examination and their parents’ annual income not more than 1.5 lac of rupees are eligible to sit for the screening test conducted state-wide for selecting the young talents for this coveted course. It may be mentioned that ‘Ajmal Super 40’ is a part of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Hojai.

Amar Sing Thapa: The dream project, Ajmal Super 40, has fulfilled the dream of its founders in the very second year of its inception with Amar Sing Thapa, a student of its very first batch securing the first position in Science stream of Higher Secondary Examination 2018 conducted by Assam Higher Secondary Education Council. Amar, a splendidly meritorious youth hailing from Jenkha in the newly formed hill district of West Karbi Anglong, had secured 14th rank in HSLC in 2016. Ajmal Foundation picked up the gem and polished it so much that at the end of two years, it topped the list of ten best scorers in HS Science Examination thus making a landmark in the history of Ajmal’s journey in the field of education. Amar Sing Thapa is an exceptionally talented and promising youth capable of making a well identified position for himself wherever he may be. He is one in a thousand who can be equally popular among his friends, teachers or anyone who he comes across. He has the special gift of minutely observing a given situation and analysing it in the most commendable way. He also has easy access to the literary domain which is manifested in his successful composition of some very splendid poems in English.
Son of Ms Indra Kumari Devi and Mr Vinod Singh Thapa, this brilliant boy who made Ajmal College, Hojai and Ajmal Foundation proud, has taken admission in Birla Institute of Technology and Science (BITTS), Pilani to pursue Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering. We all at Ajmal Foundation look forward to seeing him fulfil his dreams, become a scientist par excellence, work for human welfare, highlight India’s name in global scenario and make us all even more proud of his extraordinary personality.
WORDS FROM THE PRINCIPAL

As the Principal of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Hojai, it is a matter of great pleasure and pride for me to have a student like Amar Sing Thapa who has brought laurel to our institution by securing the first rank in Higher Secondary Examination, 2018. Amar had got the 14th rank in HSLC in 2016 and then got admission in Ajmal Super 40 under Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Hojai. We could identify his hidden potential. Our teachers left no plan untried in polishing the gem that he is and drawing out the best out of him. His assiduity to learn and analytical ability are highly appreciable and examples to many. He always maintained a congenial relation with the teachers and the authority of the institution. Amar has fulfilled the dream of our revered Trustees and made us all proud. I wish him all success in life.

Abdul Noor Talukdar
Principal, Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce & Science, Hojai

WORDS FROM THE MENTOR

Amar Sing Thapa is a genius, an exceptionally talented young mind. He is one in a million. His words are few and thoughts infinite. He minutely observes things and can analyse them in an amazingly admirable way. A student of science, he also has flair in literature and is fond of music too. He has some very good poems to his credit. To his comrades, he is a friend with a large heart; to his teachers, he is a lover of learning and a storehouse of knowledge. His ever smiling face speaks volumes. He has symptoms of being a scientist, an artist and an influential figure one day. May Almighty bestow His choicest blessings on him, enable him to delve deep into His creations, make exemplary contributions towards human progress, inspire the coming generation of students and make everyone proud of him.

Rasheed Ahmed
Mentor (Vice Principal, Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce & Science, Hojai)

THOSE TWO YEARS: REMARKS OF SRI AMAR SING THAPA

Hi !!! Yeah, you heard it right, I am talking to those shimmering eyes which are over my reviews on the experiences I had as a student here. Well, those two years in Ajmal College of Arts Commerce & Science, Hojai, more specifically Ajmal Super 40, had been a roller-coaster ride. I am very much thankful to the Hon’ble Trustees of Ajmal Foundation, Maulana Badruddin Ajmal and Mr Sirajuddin Ajmal, for launching this dream project and giving me a berth therein. I came here as a timid and introvert boy and left as a self-confident and friendly individual. Honestly speaking, the reason I am standing at this position today is the care and support of my teachers, Principal sir, GM sir, my parents and every other person associated with Ajmal Foundation. Hard work and dedication also helped me achieve this feat. But a far more successful event to me is that I got to learn more about being lovable, friendly and above all, humble which is in my view a much desirable achievement. A special advice to the younger student community from my humble end is: Be really positive; after all, being happy is all that matters. No one should ever grumble on their past faults for a tiger takes two steps backward before leaping onto its prey. At the end, I once again extend the most gratuitional thanks to the Trustees of Ajmal Foundation: Maulana Badruddin Ajmal and Mr Sirajuddin Ajmal, for providing me such a gorgeous opportunity of which I could make some use. #Thanks

Amar Sing Thapa
HS Science Topper - 2018

REMARKS OF SRI BINOD THAPA

My joys know no bounds being the father of the State Science Topper in 12th Class Board Examination, 2018 in Assam. I had to deal with a lot of stress and strain for upbringing my son, Shri Amar Singh Thapa. But when the dream became a reality, it was an astonishing feeling, simply great. When my son had grabbed the 14th Position in HSLC Examination in 2016, I was wondering and was at a dilemma as to where to get him admitted for his bright career. I was indeed looking for a reliable institution with a good track record. At that time, I came in touch with the Ajmal Foundation, Hojai officials who advised me to admit him in the newly launched Ajmal Super 40 under Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Hojai. I was a little reluctant initially but after constant conversations with the Principal and General Manager of Ajmal Foundation, I was convinced at their commitment to nurture my son and take special care for his all round development while pursuing his studies in their College. I overcome initial reluctance and finally got my son admitted in Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science and got his routine classes in Ajmal Super 40. Once he was admitted, I would often visit Ajmal Foundation to check out his progress. Though it was gradual, the progress was visible there. They have the finest and really well-qualified teachers working enthusiastically with heart and soul for clearing the concepts of relevant subjects to the students. They discovered the excellent potential of my son and took special care for him which has finally paid off. I often interacted with his teachers and General Manager of Ajmal Foundation, Mr Khasrul Islam to track my son’s right track run and now we are all on top of the world for his result. I sincerely express my deep gratitude to the Trustees of Ajmal Foundation, Maulana Badruddin Ajmal Sahib, Mr Sirajuddin Ajmal Sahib and of course the entire Ajmal Family for providing my son such a wonderful opportunity of free education and excellent coaching throughout his two years stay at Ajmal College. Moreover, I will remain indebted to Ajmal Family for sponsoring my son’s education in BITS, Pilani and even his lifelong education.

Binod Thapa
Father of Amar Sing Thapa
Ajmal Colleges Shine: Amar Singh Thapa Tops Science Board Exam in Assam

Amar Singh Thapa, a student of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Hojai has topped the Assam Higher Secondary (12th) Board exams in science stream, announced last month. Thapa scored 486 out of total 500 marks. He was groomed by Ajmal Supper 40 with special educational facilities under expert faculties.

Maulana Badruddin Ajmal, President of All India United Democratic Front (AIUDF), Dhubri MP and CEO Ajmal CSR has expressed his happiness for this splendid achievement and congratulated Amar Singh Thapa with best wishes and prayer for future. He also appreciated Ajmal Foundation office bearers, college principal and teaching staff and said that “part of credit goes to them as well because they have put enormous hard work and good planning to achieve this great success”.

Mr. Srijuddin Ajmal, Barpeta MP and Joint CEO of Ajmal CSR has also congratulated Thapa and his parents for topping Assam board exams. He said along with teachers and better educational environment parents too play a vital role in success of their children. “We the Ajmals are proud of his achievement,” he said.

Ajmals received greetings and wishes from all across the nation from their social, political and corporate friends.

Markazul Maarif, a partner in Ajmal CSR, welcomed the jubilant student Thapa in the same day with in a triumphant procession. President of the organization Mr. S.H. Chowdhury and general secretary Mr. Khalilur Rahman Laskar presented him with Assam’s traditional gamuchha and sarai jhapi, and appreciated Thapa for this extraordinary feat.

Amar Singh Thapa’s father Mr. Vinod Singh Thapa said, “Major part of credit goes to Ajmal CSR initiative which mainly helped my son to shine and top the state.” He also applauded his son and his teachers and thanked Ajmal Foundation for all the support and guidance.

Mr. Vinod Singh Thapa’s family lives at a remote area under Karbi Anglong district (a tribal area) of Assam with limited financial means and humble conditions. Amar Singh made them proud and brought their names to the national mainstream.

Speaking to media, Thapa said, ‘I am fortunate that I got better support and learning conditions, thanks to my teachers and parents.’ “Consistency in hard work is the key to success”, he said.

Ajmal CSR runs 28 colleges and 37 schools across Assam and their overall results in both 12th and 10th board exams are very good. Mr. Khasrul Islam, general manager of
Ajmal Foundation said, “We all and our faculty members have been working hard for a big break, thanks to Amar Singh Thapa that he has provided us with that break and we will continue to work on this milestone in our future educational endeavors.”

Ajmal Foundation selects 40 students on merit basis following a screening test from across the state of Assam under its 'Ajmal Super 40' program and grooms them free for two years for JEE, NEET and other competitive exams. Amar Singh Thapa has been one of the beneficiaries of the first batch 'Ajmal Super 40'. It also conducts Ajmal National Talent Search (ANTS) exams among lakhs of children each year to inculcate competitive skills among school students from primary levels.

Hyderabad based English House founder, Mr. Munawar Zama, the famous spoken English and personality development instructor, has released a movie clip in his YouTube channel appreciating Thapa for his top feat and recognizing Ajmals' excellent educational ventures for the nation.

People at Ajmal CSR are very happy with the accomplishment that came through Amar Singh Thapa. They think their decade long hard work with a slogan 'Ajmal for Education and Education for All' ultimately started a renaissance among educationally and economically marginalized people of Assam. Dr. MRH Azad, manager at Ajmal Foundation said, “We were expecting a state rank this year, however, not the 1st rank. It is all Allah’s blessings and cooperative team work which paid wonderful result,” he said.
Rigorous hard work is the mantra for success: HS Science topper

HOJAI, May 31: Amar Sing Thapa and Akash Chowdhury have brought laurels to the entire Hojai district in the Higher Secondary examination, 2018, the results of which were declared today.

Amar topped the Science stream by securing the first position. Though he is the student of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science located in Hojai district, he enrolled under its Super 40 programme, which is meant for meritorious students from financially weak families.

Amar is now aiming to join one of the leading IITs. "Undoubtedly, Super 40 was my greatest boost. My parents, brothers and sisters have also encouraged me. I dedicate this success to everyone who stood by me," said Amar, who said he has no interest in politics and spends his leisure time playing table tennis and games. Chief trustee of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Mohammad MP Badaruddin, expressed happiness at Amar’s success.

Nagson students Sumriti Rajkhowa and Raunak Lohia secured first positions in Arts and Commerce streams respectively to bring laurels to the central Assam district. “Now I will try to get admission in one of the leading colleges in Delhi but my ambition is to become a good author," Sampriti said.

Raunak Lohia, the state topper in Commerce, said, “I never expected to become a state topper. My career planning was different till today morning as such a result was just beyond my imagination. Now, I am planning to change my future plans.”

Nagson

Times News Network

Guwahati: Amar Sing Thapa, the son of a contingent worker in the Public Works Department (PWD) from remote West Karbi Anglong district, has etched his name in history by becoming the state topper in the Class XII board Science stream.

After matriculation, it had become almost impossible for Amar to pursue higher studies owing to the high expenses involved in the educational institutions. Considering his extraordinary talent, the Ajmal Foundation had stepped up two years ago to offer free education and accommodation to Amar. The foundation, MP Badaruddin Ajmal, expressed happiness at Amar’s success.

Nagson students Sumriti Rajkhowa and Raunak Lohia secured first positions in Arts and Commerce streams respectively to bring laurels to the central Assam district. “Now I will try to get admission in one of the leading colleges in Delhi but my ambition is to become a good author," Sampriti said.

Raunak Lohia, the state topper in Commerce, said, “I never expected to become a state topper. My career planning was different till today morning as such a result was just beyond my imagination. Now, I am planning to change my future plans.”

Nagson

The Assam Tribune
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Dearest Young Achiever,

On behalf of the Hojai District Administration, I offer you heartiest congratulations on your bringing credit to the Hojai district by securing the top position in Science Stream in the Higher Secondary Final Examination, 2018. Your extra-ordinary success has made the people of Hojai proud along with your parents, teachers and the Alma Mater. You have brought pride to the name of the Hojai district by achieving golden letters in the educational history of Assam. Therefore, we offer our best wishes to you and every member of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce & Science, Hojai.

We strongly believe that you will enlighten the name of Assam in the threshold of India by reaching your next level of success in the days to come. In this respect, our best wishes shall always be with you. We wish you be an idol for your juniors.

May God give you infinite strength and abundant success.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

Deputy Commissioner, Hojai District
Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education gets 1st & 2nd rank in B. Ed final exam 2017

Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education, Hojai, a pioneer institution of Ajmal Group of Colleges under the aegis of Ajmal Foundation exhibited excellent result in the B. Ed final examination 2017 under Gauhati University. The result was declared on December 14 by the University. Salma Begum secured 1st class 1st position and Anjuma Khatun secured 1st class 2nd position. Among the 63 candidates of Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education 58 students bagged 1st class while 5 students bagged 2nd class.

It may be mentioned that Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education was established by Ajmal Foundation in 2014, the College is recognised by National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) and affiliated to Gauhati University.

Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science and Technology, Hojai shines in Dibrugarh University Examination

Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science and Technology, Hojai, has made its mark yet again in the recently declared results of Dibrugarh University Degree examinations, 2018. Ms. Atifa Reshma Parveen and Ms. Peenaz Sahnia Ahmed have secured First Class 3rd rank in Assamese and English Honours respectively in their Degree of Bachelor of Arts. Peenaz has also secured Distinction in her Honours subject. Besides, Ms. Rummana Begum has secured 12th rank in Assamese Honours.

Altogether 79 students took this year’s examination in Arts stream out of which 53 got 1st Class and 20 got 2nd Class. Pass percentage is 100. In Science stream, 21 o of the 26 students who appeared secured 1st Class.

Maulana Badruddin Ajmal, CEO, Ajmal CSR and Member of Parliament, Mr Sirajuddin Ajmal, Managing Trustee, Ajmal Foundation and Member of Parliament, Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation and Dr S S Begum, Principal of the college, lauded the students’ success and congratulated the students and the teachers for their untiring efforts.

One more school by Markazul Ma’arif at Udali

Markazul Ma’arif, a premier organisation of Ajmal CSR has formally inaugurated one more school MARKAZ ACADEMY, UDALI in Udali bazar, Lanka, in the district of Hojai on 1st February. Deputy Commissioner of Hojai Mr. Manvendra Pratap Singh, IAS inaugurated the school in presence of local people & top office bearers of Markazul Ma’arif including G.S. Mr. Khalilur Rahman Laskar, M. Burhan Uddin Qasmi (Director, MMERC & Editor, Eastern Crescent), Mau. Parvez Alam Qasmi (HoD, Orphanage), Dr Razi Ahmad Qasmi (Coordinator, Markaz board of schools), Mau. Abdul Ghafoor Qasmi (HoD, Diniyat) In his lecture Mr. D.C praised Ajmal CSR initiatives in favour of spreading quality education. He motivated local guardians and students by saying that these student may become scientist like Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam & others.
হোজাইত আজমল ফাউন্ডেশন ব্যর্থস্থাপনাত শিল্পী দিরস উদযাপন

জাতীয় সংগঠন অসম সাহিত্য সভার দ্বারা পূর্বপুরুষগণকে উদযাপন করিব অথবা কেন্দ্রীয় শিল্পী দিরস হোজাইত সমাজগোষ্ঠী সংস্থা আজমল ফাউন্ডেশন ব্যর্থস্থাপনাত পালন করা হয়। হোজাই সাহিত্য সভা আক আজমল ফাউন্ডেশন ব্যর্থস্থাপনাত আয়োজিত শিল্পী দিরস অসম সাহিত্য সভাকে কেন্দ্রীয় সভাপতি ডঃ ধরনুকেন্দ্র বরা, নর নির্বিচিত সভাপতি তথা বর্তমান সম্পাদক প্রধান পরমাণু বাজস্বরী, নর নির্বিচিত সম্পাদক প্রধান পদ্ম বাজস্বরী কেই শহরী বিশালবীয় উপস্থিত থাকে। হোজাইত মহাযম আজমল রাজকৌণ্ডলী একে টেকশনার্টুর বাকবাতি সাহিত্য সভার কেন্দ্রীয় নেতৃত্ব গায়ন বায়নের আদর্শ হয়। তৎপরত চিত্রকলার সাহিত্য সভার কেন্দ্রীয় নেতৃত্বক বাজস্বরী সম্ভাবনা জন্মে। তাহার সমবত কষ্ট সৃষ্টিকর্ম ছাত্রীয় চিত্র চন্দ্রকৌণ্ডলী মোহন ভাব জননী' আকে তাছাত মার্ক আলাদার যাত্রা' গীত দুটি পরিবর্ধন করে। আজি শিল্পী দিরস কেন্দ্রীয় অনুষ্ঠান মোহনী অভিনেত্রীর, বিদ্যা বাৰো, আইমী বকরা, পরিচালক, প্রযোজক সুমধুর মহল, স্ত্রীরা শিল্পী শাবলী শহীদী, সুগন্ধী আফতাব আহমেদ, লামিতেঙ্গ নৃত্য শিল্পী, স্ত্রীরা শিল্পী চন্দ্রকৌণ্ডলী মহল, মণ্ডলী শিল্পী পাকিজাত বেগম, সংগীত শিল্পী শ্রীরুপু তৃণনী দেবী, শিল্পী প্রস্বন্দে, সংগীত শিল্পী চন্দ্রকৌণ্ডলী মহল, চিত্র শিল্পী টিলেন্দ্রজিং শইলীরুপু গামোচা, মানমুহ, শবই, ধার্শ, সুগন্ধী সম্ভাবনা জন্মে। আজি অনুষ্ঠান কথায় সাহিত্য সভার সভাপতি ডঃ ধরনুকেন্দ্র বরা, নর নির্বিচিত সভাপতি পরমাণু বাজস্বরী, সম্পাদক প্রধান পদ্ম বাজস্বরী কেই শহরী ফাউন্ডেশন তর্কবর্তী পদ্ম পদ্ম সম্ভাবনা জন্মে। এই অনুষ্ঠান লগত সংগ্রহ বাকী মহাযম আজমল রাজকৌণ্ডলী শিল্পক বাজারে খুচ্ছেনর সম্ভাবনায় 'জেওতি প্রখ্যাত' নামে এখনি স্মৃতিগ্রহণে প্রকাশ করা হয়।
আজমল চিহ্নিত আবর্ত সম্বন্ধে প্রহর কবি আরক্ষী অধিক্ষক দেরজ্যোতি মুখার্জীর মন্তব্য - নিষ্ঠা আর একপ্রকার হে জীবনের মহীয়ন কবে

শনষ্ঠো আরু একোগ্রুতোইছন্ড জীৱনক মীয়োন কণ্ডৰ মা নুইজীেনত হনষ্ঠা আৰু একাগ্রতাইমানুিক দাহয়তি কহৰ কতৱাল৷ অনযথাই জীেন হি পবঢায় কিতাজাইৰ হব্দায়ী আৰক্ষী অধ্ীক্ষক কদেৱজযাহত মু াজীৱয় জীেধৰ সম্পৱকব এই গুৰুত্বপুণব মন্তব্য আগব্ঢায়৷

কেচ্ছাৱসেী সংস্থা আজমল ফাউওগেন্ধ উদ্যোগত আয়োজিত এই পাবস্পরিক আলোচনাত আবক্ষী অধীক্ষকে কেটোব গুৰুত্বপুণব মন্তব্য আগব্ঢায়৷

নিজের সম্বন্ধীয় অথ গুৰেহূটী বিশ্ববিদ্যালয় সংস্থত বিভাগ অধ্যাপক সদস্য ভট্টািাযবৰ হসৱত সম্পৱকব এই গুৰুত্বপুণব মন্তব্য আগব্ঢায়৷

আজমল চিহ্নিত আবর্ত অধীনস্ত সংস্থা ক্রমে মর্জুল মাআরফ, আজমল ফাউগেন্ধ আকৃ অপেন্ট করব পবঢায় গোমোছ, জাপি, শবাই আকৃ সুন্দরী বিপুলভাবে সাধ্য জনোরাব পিছূ আবক্ষী অধীক্ষক দেরজ্যোতি মুখার্জীয়ে নিজের জীধৰ, কম আকৃ আদর্শ বিষয়ে মন হুবুল কথা কয়৷

সকলতা নাভত কোনো চম বাটুই নাই বুলী দোহাহইর তেহেতো কঠোর পবিশ্রম, নিষ্ঠা আকৃ একএগ্রুতাইহে সফলতা লাভব কাবক বুলী উলোহক কবে।

শিক্ষার বিশ্বভূত, মহিলা সংলন্ধক আকৃ আন আন দিশু মর্জুল মাআরফ আকৃ আজমল ফাউগেন্ধ আতি প্রশংসনীয় কাম কবি ধধা বুলী স্বােকীয় কবি আবক্ষী অধীক্ষকজন কর বলু কাব প্রশংসা কবিন্দু তেই কেরিয়াও কৃপনালি কবা নাই ফাউগেন্ধ মহার্ষম্যক খচক ইছলাম, মর্জুল সার্থে হুমুল হক চৌধুরী৷ সাধ্য স্পুদ্ধ হুচুনুব রমুহান লস্কৰ, ARTDCব অধীক্ষ মুখার্জী কচেইন আদি বিষ্নুকলে অতি বলু কাম কবি ধধা বুলী তেই প্রকাশ কবে।
Orientation Programme of ASOS Students held in Hojai

Ajmal Foundation, Hojai distributed Self Learning Materials (SLM) among 841 students of Assam State Open School (ASOS) Session 2017-18, under Assam Higher Secondary Education Council (AHSEC) at Ajmal Super-40 Campus, Bordoloi Colony, Hojai on January-07, 2018. Out of 841 students around 600 In-Service School teachers of Dima Hasao, Karbi Anglong, Nagaon and Hojai districts are pursuing ASOS Course for the Session 2017-18 at Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science and Technology Study Centre, Hojai.

On this occasion, Ajmal Foundation felicitated 9 distinction holders of Degree Course and 6 1st Class holders of Master Degree Course under Krishna Kantab Handiqui State Open University, Study Centre - Ajmal Foundation, Hojai.

Maulana Badruddin Ajmal, MP & CEO, Ajmal CSR graced the event as a Chief Guest, Prof. Mamun Azam Borhuyian, Principal Anfar Ali College, Doboka and Mr Nazrul Islam, Retd. CEO, Z.P. Kamrup Metro graced the event as Distinguished Guests.

Ajmal Super 40 project launched in Hojai

A dream project called ‘Ajmal Super 40’, has been initiated by Ajmal Foundation, Hojai in order to help the poor but meritorious students of this region to crack the toughest engineering and medical entrance examinations of the country such as JEE, BITSAT, NEET, AIIMS, etc. The students of the North Eastern States in general and Assam in particular have no dearth of talent; however, due to lack of proper guidance and coaching, the students at times lag behind those of advanced cities in terms of performance in the entrance examinations of JEE, NEET, etc. Keeping this in mind, Ajmal Foundation has taken up this unique programme, to provide state of the art coaching to engineering/medical aspirants of this area. The students enrolled for the programme are given intensive and integrated coaching for board examination as well as engineering/medical entrance examinations.

M. Badruddin Ajmal, MP & CEO, Ajmal CSR has formally inaugurated the session of ‘Ajmal Super 40’ in the presence of Mr. Manvendra Pratap Singh, IAS, Deputy Commissioner, Hojai District at the Auditorium of Pioneer Hostel of Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce and Science, at Bordoloi Colony, Hojai on December-20, 2018.

Motivational & Personality Development Session at Maryam Ajmal Women’s College

Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation interacting with the H.S 1st year students of Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science and Technology and Maryam Ajmal Women's

Mr. Khasrul Islam, GM; Dr. MRH Azad, Manager and Officials of Ajmal Foundation met Sri Ankur Jain, IPS, SP-Hojai Feb-17, 2018 and requested him to visit Ajmal CSR activities as per his convenience.

Students’ Seminar on ‘REVISITING SHAKESPEARE’ at Maryam Ajmal Women’s College

Mr. Dayananda Pathak, Eminent Scholar addressing the Students’ Seminar on ‘REVISITING SHAKESPEARE’ at the Conference Hall, Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education on March-10, 2018. Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation; Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation; Col. Samir Kanjilal (Retd.), Academic Director, Ajmal Group of Colleges and Dr SS Begum, Principal, Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science & Technology were present on the occasion. It may be mentioned that the seminar was organized by Department of English, Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science & Technology, Hojai.

Educational Aid to Jebin Kausar by Ajmal Foundation

Mr. Khasrul Islam, GM, Ajmal Foundation handed over a cheque of Rupees 51000/- to Jebin Kausar in presence of Bonita Nath, APS, DSP-Hojai, Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation, Head Master, Teacher & students of Gyan Jyoti Academy on May 28, 2018. Kausar, who appeared in HSLC Exam from Gyan Jyoti Academy has beaten all odds to pass with 1st Division Marks. The physically challenged girl who is unable to pick up the pen with her hands, wrote all her exam papers with her right foot. Ajmal Foundation also provided an amount of Rupees 50000/- to Gyan Jyoti Academy.

Jebin Kausar Rs 51000/-
Gyan Jyoti Academy Rs 50000/-

Mr Vijay Kr Sharma, Architecture Engineer, New Delhi and Ms Nijara Dutta, Business Entrepreneur, Guwahati interacting with the students of Maryam Ajmal Women’s College of Science & Technology, Hojai and Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce & Science, Hojai on Feb 10, 2018.
His Excellency Governor of Assam, Prof. Jagdish Mukhi is being felicitated by Mr. Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation at the Conference Hall of Deputy Commissioner, Hojai on Jan 09, 2018. On this occasion Mr. Islam has briefed the different activities of Ajmal Foundation including the initiatives being taken in Skill Training and Modern Education.

Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation; Sri Padma Kanta Nath, Academic Officer, Ajmal Foundation and Maulana Yusuf Ahmed of Relief & Rehabilitation Department, Ajmal Foundation were present on the occasion.

Blanket distribution at Hojai Municipal Board by Ajmal Foundation

Ajmal Foundation distributed Blankets among 300 beneficiaries of Hojai Town in collaboration with Hojai Municipal Board (HMB) in presence of Smt Momota Dey, Chairperson, HMB; Sri Sumit Das, Vice Chairman, HMB; Sri Kamal Dutta, Social Activist, Hojai; Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation and Sri PK Nath, Academic Officer, Ajmal Foundation at HMB premises on March 13, 2018.

Ajmal Skill Training Centre, Hojai

A view of Morning Assembly Session of the Skill Training Candidates under DDU-GKY project in Hojai.

Markazul Ma'arif installed Tube Well & Ring Well

Markazul Ma'arif, a Hojai based NGO & unit of Ajmal CSR is doing admirable work towards needy & downtrodden people. Recently this NGO has installed 287 numbers of Tube Well in Hojai, Lanka, Murajhar, Nagaon, Morigaon, Sonitpur, Biswanath, and some parts of Dhubri with support of LIA Relief Trust, UK, where 2296 families were benefited. They also installed 18 numbers of Ring Well where 283 families were benefited. In a press statement the working president S. H. Choudhury & General Secretary K.R. Laskar of the NGO mentioned that they will continue their initiatives towards society.
Governor lauds the Initiatives of Ajmal Foundation

A delegation of Ajmal Foundation headed by Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation met His Excellency, Hon’ble Governor of Assam, Dr. (Prof.) Jagdish Mukhi at Raj Bhavan on March-05, 2018. Mr Islam briefed about different activities of Ajmal Foundation including the initiatives undertaken in Skill Development and Modern Education. His Excellency appreciated the efforts of Ajmal Foundation and gave a patient hearing to the briefings on multifarious activities and advised wisely to serve the society better. His wide academic experience and vast knowledge prevailed over entire discussion that lasted for more than 40 minutes. Dr MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation; Dr JT Azad, Principal, Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education; Col Samir Kanjilal (Retd.), Academic Director, Ajmal Group of Colleges, Mr. P. K. Nath, Academic Officer and Mr. Nazrul Islam Education Officer of Ajmal Foundation were present on the occasion. His Excellency also wished to visit the Ajmal Colleges in near future.

Financial Aid to Orphans by Ajmal Foundation

Ajmal Foundation distributed Financial Aid among 488 Orphans (Boys and Girls) of different districts of Assam on Feb 14, 2018 at Nazir Ajmal Memorial Hall of Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education, Hojai in presence of M. Abdur Rehman Ajmal, Hon’ble Trustee, Ajmal Foundation; Mr. Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation; Dr. MRH Azad, Manager, Ajmal Foundation and M. Dewan Abdul Alim Choudhury of Markazul Ma’arif.

Hojai CO Mrudusmita Borah Visited Ajmal Foundation

Ms Mrudusmita Borah, ACS, Circle Officer & Executive Magistrate, Hojai is being felicitated by Mr Khasrul Islam, General Manager, Ajmal Foundation on July 02, 2018 at the Head Office of Ajmal Foundation, Hojai. During her visit, she interacted with the Team of Ajmal Foundation on different activities of the Trust. Ms Borah expressed her satisfaction for the various social activities being undertaken by Ajmal Foundation and especially appreciated the programs like Ajmal Free IAS Coaching and Ajmal Skill Development initiatives. She further expressed her desire to extend all necessary support from the district administration.

Reach out to the community, empower the weak, build the nation

Ajmal CSR has a long and impressive track record of projects Implemented in the fields of education in rural areas, livelihood training for BPL & minority communities, promotion of gender equality, setting up of hostels for girls, promotion of ecology and protection of environment, animal welfare, promotion of rural sports, relief operation during natural calamities, and development of rural and slum areas etc. Those companies, corporates, and philanthropic organizations interested to partner with Ajmal CSR in these fields may contact us on cell nos. 0-94351-68635, 0-99571-91925 or communicate to: ajmal_foundation@yahoo.co.in
Ajmal Foundation Hojai felicitated all the Rank Holders of the recently declared HSLC, AHM and HS examination-2018 on June 26, 2018 at Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education, Hojai. All the successful Rank Holder Candidates in HSLC, AHM and HS were given a Cash Awards along with citations in recognition of their outstanding achievement in the respective examinations.

The Cash Awards were 25,000/- to the Topper of HSLC & AHM while 37 Rank Holders were given Rs 10,000/- each including 2 AHM Rank Holders. In HS, 1st Rank Holders of Science Amar Sing Thapa of Ajmal College, Hojai received Rs.1 Lakh while Arts and Commerce Toppers received Rs 50,000/- each. Akshat Chawchharia, 10th rank holder of Commerce received Rs 10,000/-. 37 distinction holders of Ajmal Group of Colleges and 16 diction (HSLC) holders of Markaz Academy Schools received Rs 7500/- each. The two rank holders of B. Ed examination 2017 of Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education, Salma Begum and Anjuma Khatun received Rs 50,000/- & Rs 25,000/- respectively.

Ajmal College of Arts, Commerce & Science and Nazir Ajmal Memorial College of Education Hojai also received Rs 5 Lakh & 1 Lakh respectively for the outstanding result.

Dr Dayananda Borgohain, Chairman, Assam Higher Secondary Education Council (AHSEC), Guwahati; MP Singh, Deputy Commissioner, Hojai; Ankur Jain, Superintendent of Police, Hojai; Adip Kumar Phukan, Senior Journalist; Maini Mahanta, Editor, Nandini; M Badruddin Ajmal, MP & CEO, Ajmal CSR; Sirajuddin Ajmal, MP & Managing Trustee, Ajmal Foundation, Khasrul Islam, GM Ajmal Foundation, Col. Samir Kanjilal (Retd.), Director, Ajmal Group of Colleges; Principals & faculty members of Ajmal Group of Colleges including other academicians and noted citizens of Hojai were present on the occasion.